Starting from the first line flick the pen aiming towards the points in each level.

Flick the pen towards any point starting from the line above.
Rules and Regulations

Game Duration: Each match lasts for a total of five minutes. A coin flip determines the player who kicks off.

Formation: Each player gets one minute to place his 11 players on the pitch. Each team will get a rubber stamp to mark the players. Formation has to be done by marking the players one by one, by the two participants.

Officiating: There will be a match official to ensure that matches go according to the rules and regulations of Red Bull Galan Kottaa.

Rule #1
A game is started by Kicking Off in the following manner – the kicker holds the pen at the center point and flicks towards any player of the team and if the line created do not reach the player of the team, then the end point of that same line is where play for the opponent will begin.

Rule #2
Opponent take turns when a flick of the pen passes through an opponent player.

Rule #3
In case of a tie, winner will be decided by best of five penalties on a separate pitch. Opponent gets the chance to keep a goalkeeper.

Rule #4
If the line created by the flick passes the pitch border on any side, then the opponent gets the chance from the same point that cuts the border of the pitch.